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AUTOMATING APPLICATION UPDATES IN

A VIRTUAL COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

BACKGROUND

components , and circuits have not been described in detail
as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the described
embodiments .
Some portions of the detailed descriptions which follow

5 are presented in terms of procedures, logic blocks, process

In conventional virtual computing environments, creating
ing and other symbolic representations of operations on data
and managing hosts (e . g ., ESX hosts ) and virtual machines bits within a computer memory . These descriptions and
may be complex and cumbersome. Oftentimes, a user, such
representations are the means used by those skilled in the
as an IT administrator, requires a high level and complex
data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance
skill set to effectively configure a new host to join the virtual 10 of their work to others skilled in the art. In the present
computing environment. Moreover, management of work
application, a procedure , logic block , process , or the like, is
loads and workload domains , including allocation of hosts conceived to be one or more self- consistent procedures or

and maintaining consistency within hosts ofparticularwork

instructions leading to a desired result. The procedures are

puting environment often require updating to ensure performance and functionality. Management of updates may also

stored , transferred , combined , compared , and otherwise
manipulated in an electronic device.

load domains, is often made difficult due to the distributed those requiring physical manipulations of physical quanti
nature of conventional virtual computing environments. 15 ties. Usually , although not necessarily, these quantities take
Furthermore, applications executing within the virtual com
the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being
be difficult due to the distributed nature of conventional
virtual computing environments.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and
physical quantities and aremerely convenient labels applied
to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as
apparent from the following discussions , it is appreciated

20 similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate

The accompanying drawings , which are incorporated in
that throughout the description of embodiments , discussions
and form a part of this specification , illustrate various 25 utilizing terms such as “ initiating," " receiving," " compar
embodiments and , together with the Description of Embodi- ing," " determining," " updating," " discovering," " convert

ments , serve to explain principles discussed below . The

ing,” “ identifying,” “ generating ,” “ applying," or the like ,

environment, according to various embodiments .

management server or a virtual machine (VM ), among

drawings referred to in this brief description of the drawings
should not be understood as being drawn to scale unless

refer to the actions and processes of an electronic computing
device or system such as : a host processor, a processor, a
30 memory, a hyper - converged appliance, a software defined
specifically noted .
FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram of a virtual computing network (SDN ) manager, a system manager , a virtualization

FIG . 2 depicts a block diagram of a host computing

others , of a virtualization infrastructure or a computer sys

tem of a distributed computing system , or the like , or a
system , according to various embodiments .
FIG . 3 depicts a block diagram of an appliance , according 35 combination thereof. The electronic device manipulates and

to various embodiments .

FIG . 4 depicts a block diagram of a side-view of an
appliance offered for sale, according to various embodi
ments.

transforms data represented as physical (electronic and/or

magnetic) quantities within the electronic device 's registers
and memories into other data similarly represented as physi

cal quantities within the electronic device 's memories or

FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of a virtualization infra - 40 registers or other such information storage , transmission ,
processing, or display components .
structure , according to various embodiments .

FIG . 6 illustrates an example virtual environment, in
FIG . 7 is a block diagram of system for automating

accordance with an embodiment .

Embodiments described herein may be discussed in the
i ng on some form of non - transitory processor-readable
general context of processor - executable instructions resid

application updates in a virtual environment, in accordance 45 medium , such as program modules, executed by one ormore
computers or other devices. Generally , program modules

with various embodiments .

FIG . 8 depicts a flow diagram of a method for automating

application updates in a virtual environment, according to

various embodiments .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN
EMBODIMENTS

Reference will now be made in detail to various embodi

include routines , programs, objects, components, data struc

tures, etc ., that perform particular tasks or implement par

ticular abstract data types . The functionality of the program
50 modules may be combined or distributed as desired in

various embodiments .

In the figures, a single block may be described as per

forming a function or functions; however, in actual practice ,

the function or functions performed by that block may be

ments of the subject matter, examples of which are illus - 55 performed in a single component or across multiple com
trated in the accompanying drawings . While various ponents, and/ or may be performed using hardware , using
embodiments are discussed herein , it will be understood that
software , or using a combination of hardware and software .

they are not intended to limit to these embodiments . On the
contrary , the presented embodiments are intended to cover

To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and

software , various illustrative components , blocks, modules ,

alternatives , modifications and equivalents , which may be 60 circuits , and steps have been described generally in terms of

included within the spirit and scope the various embodiments as defined by the appended claims. Furthermore, in
this Description of Embodiments , numerous specific details

their functionality . Whether such functionality is imple
mented as hardware or software depends upon the particular
application and design constraints imposed on the overall

are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

system . Skilled artisans may implement the described func

embodiments of the present subject matter. However, 65 tionality in varying ways for each particular application , but
embodiments may be practiced without these specific
such implementation decisions should not be interpreted as
details . In other instances, well known methods ,procedures, causing a departure from the scope of the present disclosure .

US 10 ,416 , 986 B2
Also , the example mobile electronic device described herein

Embodiments described herein provide methods for auto

may include components other than those shown, including

mating application updates in a virtual computing environ

well-known components .

ment. A first script that can execute a second script as a

The techniques described herein may be implemented in

command line parameter is specified , where the first script

hardware , software , firmware , or any combination thereof, 5 is for execution by a user account without requiring a

unless specifically described as being implemented in a

password . A public key of a signature authority is installed

specific manner. Any features described as modules or
components may also be implemented together in an inte grated logic device or separately as discrete but interoper

within a known root folder of the virtual computing envi
ronment. An update script and a digital signature for the
update script are received , where the update script comprises

processor-readable storage medium comprising instructions

of the update script is validated using a public key of the

that, when executed , perform one or more of the methods

virtual computing environment. Provided the digital signa

able logic devices. If implemented in software , the tech - 10 an application update for updating an application installed
niques may be realized at least in part by a non -transitory
on the virtual computing environment. The digital signature

described herein . The non -transitory processor-readable data ture of the update script is validated , the update script is
storage medium may form part of a computer program 15 executed to update the application.
product, which may include packaging materials .
The non - transitory processor-readable storage medium
Embodiments of a Virtual Computing Environment

may comprise random access memory (RAM ) such as

synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM ),
FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram that illustrates virtual
read only memory (ROM ), non - volatile random access 20 computing environment (VCE ) 100 (or virtualization infra
memory (NVRAM ), electrically erasable programmable structure ) that includes computing system 110 and virtual
read - only memory (EEPROM ), FLASH memory , other ized environment 120, according to various embodiments . In
known storage media , and the like . The techniques additionally, or alternatively, may be realized at least in part by

general, computing system 110 and virtualized environment
120 are communicatively coupled over a network such that

a processor-readable communication medium that carries or 25 computing system 110 may access functionality of virtual

communicates code in the form of instructions or data

structures and that can be accessed , read , and /or executed by
a computer or other processor.
The various illustrative logical blocks, modules , circuits

ized environment 120 .
As will be described in further detail below , computing
system 110 is implemented using virtualized environment
120 . Also , while implementing the business functionality ,

and instructions described in connection with the embodi- 30 computing system 110 might use some of resources 122 .

ments disclosed herein may be executed by one or more

processors , such as one or more motion processing units
(MPUs), sensor processing units (SPUs), host processor ( s )

or core (s) thereof, digital signal processors (DSPs ), general
cuits (ASICs), application specific instruction set processors
(ASIPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other
equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. The term
" processor,” as used herein may refer to any of the foregoing

In one embodiment, computing system 110 may be a

system ( e. g ., enterprise system ) or network that includes a
combination of computer hardware and software . The cor

poration or enterprise utilizes the combination of hardware
system 110 uses resources 122 because system 110 typically
does not have dedicated resources that can be given to the
virtualized environment. For example , an enterprise system
may provide various computing resource for various needs

purpose microprocessors , application specific integrated cir - 35 and software to organize and run its operations. To do this ,

structures or any other structure suitable for implementation 40 such as, but not limited to information technology (IT ) ,
of the techniques described herein . In addition , in some security , email, etc .

aspects, the functionality described herein may be provided

within dedicated software modules or hardware modules

In various embodiments, computing system 110 includes

a plurality of devices 112 . The devices are any number of

configured as described herein . Also , the techniques could

physical and/ or virtual machines . For example, in one

elements. A general purpose processor may be a micropro cessor, but in the alternative , the processor may be any
conventional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state

ing environment that includes tens of thousands of physical
and /or virtual machines . It is understood that a virtual
machine is implemented in virtualized environment 120 that

be fully implemented in one or more circuits or logic 45 embodiment, computing system 110 is a corporate comput
machine . A processor may also be implemented as a com

includes one or some combination of physical computing

bination of computing devices, e . g ., a combination of an 50 machines. Virtualized environment 120 provides resources

SPU /MPU and a microprocessor, a plurality of micropro
SPU core, MPU core, or any other such configuration .
Overview of Discussion

cessors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction with an

Example embodiments described herein improve the performance of computer systems such as pre - configured

hyper-converged computing devices by improving theman -

122 , such as storage, memory , servers, CPUs, network

switches, etc ., that are the underlying hardware infrastruc
ture for VCE 100 .
The physical and/or virtual machines may include a

55 variety of operating systems and applications ( e . g ., operat

ing system , word processing, etc . ). The physical and/ or
virtualmachines may have the same installed applications or
may have different installed applications or software . The

installed software may be one ormore software applications

agement and updating of applications. Pre - configured hyper - 60 from one or more vendors .

converged computing devices may not be monitored by an
administrator for performing application updates . Moreover ,

certain types of application updates may require high level
security privileges for a user account . Embodiments

Each virtual machine may include a guest operating
system and a guest file system .

Moreover, the virtual machines may be logically grouped .

That is , a subset of virtual machines may be grouped

described herein provide for automating application updates 65 together in a container (e. g., VMware vAppTM ). For

while maintaining security of the virtual computing environment.

example , three different virtual machines may be imple

mented for a particular workload . As such , the three different

US 10 ,416 , 986 B2
virtualmachines are logically grouped together to facilitate

Hypervisor 220 is installed on top of hardware platform

in supporting the workload . The virtual machines in the
logical group may execute instructions alone and / or in
combination ( e. g ., distributed ) with one another. Also , the

230 and supports a virtual machine execution space within
which one or more virtual machines (VMs) may be concur
rently instantiated and executed . Each virtual machine

container of virtual machines and/ or individual virtual 5 implements a virtual hardware platform that supports the

machines may be controlled by a virtual management sys tem . The virtualization infrastructure may also include a

installation of a guest operating system (OS ) which is
capable of executing applications. For example , virtual

plurality of virtual datacenters . In general, a virtual data -

hardware 224 for virtual machine 210 supports the instal

center is an abstract pool of resources ( e. g ., memory , CPU ,

lation of guest OS 214 which is capable of executing

storage). It is understood that a virtual data center is imple - 10 applications 212 within virtual machine 210 .
mented on one or some combination of physical machines .
Guest OS 214 may be any of the well-known commodity
In various embodiments, computing system 110 may be a operating systems, and includes a native file system layer,
cloud environment, built upon a virtualized environment

for example , either an NTFS or an ext3FS type file system

120 . Computing system 110 may be located in an Internet layer. Example operating systems include , without limita
connected datacenter or a private cloud computing center 15 tion , Windows operating systems ( e. g ., Windows 7 , Win
coupled with one or more public and/ or private networks. dows 8 , Windows 10 , or Windows Server 2012 R2 ), UNIX

Computing system 110 , in one embodiment, typically

couples with a virtual or physical entity in a computing
environment through a network connection which may be a

operating systems (e .g ., Mac OS X server ), and Linux

operating systems. Moreover , it should be appreciated that
operating systems are updated over time to different versions

public network connection , private network connection , or 20 of the operating system ( e . g ., to provide improved function

some combination thereof. For example , a user may couple

ality and /or to address security concerns). In accordance

accessing a web page or application presented by computing

refer to a particular release of an operating system and/ or a

via an Internet connection with computing system 110 by
system 110 at a virtual or physical entity .

with various embodiments , operating system versions can
particular build of an operating system . For example, a

As will be described in further detail herein , the virtual 25 security patch applied to an operating system may refer to a
machines are hosted by a host computing system . A host new version of the operating system .

includes virtualization software that is installed on top of the

hardware platform and supports a virtualmachine execution

space within which one or more virtual machines may be

concurrently instantiated and executed .
In some embodiments , the virtualization software may be
a hypervisor (e.g ., a VMware ESXTM hypervisor, a VMware
ESXiTM hypervisor, etc .) For example , if hypervisor is a
VMware ESXTM hypervisor, then virtual functionality of the

IOs issued by guest OS 214 through the native file system

layer appear to guest OS 214 as being routed to one or more

virtual disks provisioned for virtual machine 210 for final
30 execution , but such IOs are , in reality , reprocessed by IO
stack 226 of hypervisor 220 and the reprocessed IOs are

issued , for example, through an HBA to a storage system .

Virtual machine monitor (VMM ) 222 and 222n may be

considered separate virtualization components between the

35 virtual machines and hypervisor 220 (which , in such a
conception , may itself be considered a virtualization “ ker
(VMM ) is a piece of computer software , firmware or hard
nel” component) since there exists a separate VMM for each

host is considered a VMware ESXTM server .

Additionally, a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor

ware that creates and runs virtual machines . A computer on

instantiated VM . Alternatively , each VMM may be consid

which a hypervisor is running one or more virtual machines

ered to be a component of its corresponding virtual machine

is defined as a host machine . Each virtual machine is called 40 since such VMM includes the hardware emulation compo

a guest machine . The hypervisor presents the guest operating
systems with a virtual operating platform and manages the

nents for the virtualmachine . It should also be recognized
that the techniques described herein are also applicable to

execution of the guest operating systems. Additional details

hosted virtualized computer systems. Furthermore , although

regarding embodiments of structure and functionality of a

benefits that are achieved may be different, the techniques

host computer system are provided with respect to FIG . 2 . 45 described herein may be applied to certain non - virtualized

During use , the virtual machines perform various work

loads. For example , the virtual machines perform the work

loads based on executing various applications. The virtual

machines can perform various workloads separately and /or
in combination with one another.

Example Host Computer System

computer systems.

Examples of an Appliance
50 FIG . 3 depicts an embodiment of appliance 300 . Appli
ance 300 is a computing device that includes the requisite
physical hardware and software to create and manage a
virtualization infrastructure . Appliance 300 is also referred

FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram that illustrates a virtualized

to herein as a pre -configured hyper-converged computing

embodiments of the present invention . The virtualized com puter system is implemented in a host computer system 200
including hardware platform 230 . In one embodiment, host
computer system 200 is constructed on a conventional,

includes pretested , pre - configured and pre -integrated stor
age , server and network components, including software ,
that are located in an enclosure . Moreover, the hyper
converged computing device includes a hypervisor that

computer system that is configured to carry out one or more 55 device . In general, a hyper- converged computing device

typically server -class, hardware platform .
60 supports a virtualization infrastructure .
Hardware platform 230 includes one or more central
Based on the pre- configured hardware and software dis
processing units (CPUs ) 232 , system memory 234 , and posed within appliance 300 , appliance 300 enables a user to
storage 236 . Hardware platform 230 may also include one or simply and quickly create a virtualization infrastructure and

more network interface controllers (NICs ) that connect host

deploy virtual machines shortly after the appliance is pow

computer system 200 to a network , and one or more host bus 65 ered on for the first time.

adapters (HBAS) that connect host computer system 200 to
a persistent storage unit .

Appliance 300 includes , among other things, at least one
server node. For example , server nodes 310 - 1 through server
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node 310 -n . Server node 310 - 1 includes a central processing
unit (CPU ) 311 , memory 312 , and storage 313 . It should be

appreciated that other server nodes (i.e., server node 310 -n )

infrastructure . For instance, appliance 300 includes pre

configured software module 320 .

It should be appreciated that the software installed on

each include a CPU , memory , and storage similar to server appliance 300 ( e .g ., software module 320 ) is stored in a
5 storage device . In various embodiments, the software may
node 310 -n .
Appliance 300 is scalable . That is appliance can be scaled be installed in a single server node or may be distributed in
server nodes. In another embodiment, the software
to include more than one server node. For example , appli various
be stored in a storage device within appliance 300 but
ance 300 can initially have a single server node . However, may
additional server nodes may be included in appliance 300. is outside of the server nodes .

During operation of the appliance, the software may be
In one embodiment, appliance 300 is able to deploy a 10 executed
one ormore CPUs in a single server node or the
plurality of virtual machines in the virtualization infrastruc executionbymay
be distributed amongst various CPUs in
ture . For example , based on the hardware and software various server nodes
.
incorporated in appliance 300 , appliance 300 is able to
Software
module
320 includes , among other things,
deploy pre - set number of virtual machines (e .g., 75 Virtual
virtual 15 hypervisor 322 . As described
above , a hypervisor is installed
machines, 150 virtual machines , etc .).
on top of hardware platform ( e . g ., CPU , memory and
Moreover, each server nodemay be considered a server or storage ) and supports a virtual machine execution space
host computing system . That is , each server node is able to
within which one or more virtual machines (VMs) may be
independently host a number of virtual machines . For concurrently instantiated and executed .
example , server node 310 - 1 is able to host a first set of 20 In various embodiments , hypervisor 322 is VMware
virtual machines , while other server nodes are each able to
ESXTM hypervisor or a VMware ESXiTM hypervisor. It is

independently host other sets of virtual machines, respec -

tively .

The server nodes are independent of one another , and are

noted that “ ESX ” is derived from the term “ Elastic Sky X ”
coined by VMwareTM .

It should be appreciated that software module 320 , in one

not required to share any functionality with one another. 25 embodiment, includes a suite of software tools for cloud

Appliance 300 does not include a backplane. As such , the
server nodes are isolated from one another and therefore
independent of one another.

CPU 311 may be, but is not limited to , a dual socket CPU

computing ( e . g ., VMware vSphereTM , VCenterTM ) that uti
lizes various components such as a VMware ESX /ESXi

hypervisor.
Software module 320 includes storage block 324 . Storage

30 block 324 is a logical partition of storage (e.g., storage 313 )
in appliance 300 . In other words, storage block 324 is virtual
(GB ).
storage . In one embodiment, storage block 324 is a virtual
Storage may be , but is not limited to , three drive slots per
storage area network (VSAN ). As a result , the VSAN allows
node . Such as a solid state drive (SSD ) (e .g ., an SSD up to traffic to be isolated within specific portions ofa storage area
800 GB ), and two hard disk drives (HDD ) ( e.g ., HDDs up 35 network .
Storage block 324 is imbedded or integral with hypervisor
to 8 terabytes (TB )).
Additionally, the appliance may include various external 322 . In other words, the data path for storage is in the
interfaces, such as but not limited to , serial, network RJ-45 hypervisor layer.
( 10000 NIC ), graphics , management RJ-45 ( 100 / 10000
Various advantages occur due to the storage block inte
( e . g ., Intel XeonTM CPUs, 4 -core to 6 - core ).

Memory 312 may be, but is not limited to , 128 gigabytes

NIC ), power ( in front and in rear ), UID (in front and in rear ) 40 grated with the hypervisor. In one example , the VSAN
communicates with the ESX layer at a kernel level and is not
and a USB .
The appliance may also include Component Interconnect

required to communicate over a network via an Ethernet

Express (PCIe ) expansion slots, and a disk controller with

connection . As such , communication latency between the

pass through capabilities . It should be appreciated that the
storage block and hypervisor is reduced .
appliance may include other hardware attributes that are 45 GUImodule 326 is code or instructions that enable the

compatible with supporting a virtualization infrastructure .

utilization of a graphical user interface to creating and

In one embodiment, appliance 300 is a rackable
20 /4Node appliance . That is, appliance 300 is two rack units

managing appliances ( e .g ., ESX hosts ) and virtualmachines
of the virtualization infrastructure . The graphical user inter

in height and includes four server nodes (e. g., server nodes

face is described in further detail below .

unit is often referred to as “ 1 U ” , 2 rack units as “ 2 U ” and

proprietary software code to a single entity . That is, hyper

a 23 - inch rack ). The 19- inch (482 .6 mm ) or 23- inch (584.2
mm ) dimension refers to the width of the equipmentmount-

between the licensor (e.g ., VMwareTM ) and a purchaser of
the appliance that includes the proprietary software module .

ing frame in the rack including the frame. In some instances,

In one embodiment , the license agreement is an end -user

310 - 1 through 310 -n ).
50 It is noted that software module 320 is proprietary soft
The size of a piece of rack -mounted equipment is
ware of a single entity ( e. g ., VMwareTM ). For example ,
described as a number in " U " or " RU " (rack unit). One rack
hypervisor 322 , storage block 324 , and GUImodule 326 are
so on . “ U ” is a unit ofmeasure that describes the height of visor 322 , storage block 324 , and GUI module 326 are not
equipment designed to mount in a rack ( e . g ., 19 - inch rack or 55 open source code , and therefore require a license agreement

license agreement ( EULA ). The EULA establishes the pur
one rack unit is 1. 75 inches (4 .445 cm ) high .
In another embodiment, appliance 300 is a 4 U / 4 Node 60 chaser 's right to use the software (e . g ., software module
appliance . That is, appliance 300 is four rack units in height
320 ) and the hardware of appliance 300 .

and includes 4 server nodes (e.g., server nodes 310 -1

FIG . 4 depicts an embodiment of a side-view of an

through 310 - n ).

appliance offered for sale. In one embodiment, appliance

instructions stored on physical hardware in appliance 300 ,
that when executed by a processor, supports a virtualization

and SKU 410 is on packaging 400. Accordingly , appliance
300 is offered for sale as a single SKU .

Appliance 300 includes software to support a virtualiza
300 is offered for sale as a single stock keeping unit (SKU ) .
tion infrastructure. That is, appliance 300 includes code or 65 For example , appliance 300 is disposed in packaging 400
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More specifically , appliance 300 , as described herein , is

10
cluster of appliances may be located at a main office of an

pre - configured with the requisite hardware and software for

enterprise , while a second cluster of appliances are located

employing a virtualization infrastructure . Therefore , subse quent the purchase of appliance 300 as a single SKU ,

at a remote office/ branch office (ROBO ).
In another example , virtualization infrastructure 500 is a

ization infrastructure .

In such an example, information technology (IT ) is located

appliance 300 is not required to include any additional 5 virtualization infrastructure of a large enterprise having
hardware and/ or software to support and manage a virtualvarious building and infrastructure at various geo - locations .

Upon powering on appliance 300 for the first time, a
at a first location (e . g ., location 510 ), an engineering team is
single EULA is displayed to an end -user. Because software
located at a second location ( e . g ., location 520 ) and sales
module 320 is proprietary to a single entity ( e . g ., 10 team is located at location 530 .

VMwareTM ), only a single EULA , provided by the single

entity, is displayed to the purchasing end - user. More spe cifically, at least hypervisor 322 (e. g., ESX /ESXi hypervi
sor ) and storage block 324 (e . g ., VSAN ) are proprietary to

Accordingly , appliances 510 - 1 through 510 -4 may be

grouped together at a first location 510 to support the
demand for virtual machines of the IT team , appliances
510 - 1 and 510 - 2 are grouped together at location 520 to

a single entity (e. g., VMwareTM ). Therefore , only a single 15 support the demand of virtualmachines for the engineering
EULA pertaining to hypervisor 322 and storage block 324 is
team , and appliance 530 - 1 is located at location 530 to
support the demand of virtual machines for the sales team .
displayed and provided to an end -user .
Upon acceptance of the EULA , appliance 300 is enabled
As will be described in further detail below , GUI module
to operate and manage a virtualization infrastructure , and 326 enables a GUI to facilitate the creating and managing of
deploy virtual machines in the virtualization infrastructure . 20 hosts and virtual machines. Moreover, the GUI is able to
It should be appreciated that upon first powering on
facilitate in managing the virtualization infrastructure by
appliance 300 and accepting the single EULA , a virtualiza - displaying the attributes of the appliances. For example, the
tion infrastructure is able to be rapidly created and a virtual GUI would display the particular health , resources used, and
machine is able to be deployed within the virtualization
the like, for each of the appliances in virtualization infra
infrastructure within minutes (e.g., 15 minutes). Moreover , 25 structure 500 .
the virtualization infrastructure is able to be managed and
Example Virtual Environment
controlled by an end -user that is not required to have
high - level IT administrative training and experience .
In one embodiment, appliance 300 is able to deploy a
FIG . 6 illustrates an example virtual environment 600
plurality of virtual machines in the virtualization infrastruc - 30 ( e. g., a cloud environment) in accordance with an embodi
ture . For example, based on the hardware and software
incorporated in appliance 300 , appliance 300 is able to
deploy pre-set number of virtual machines ( e . g ., 75 virtual

ment. Virtual environment 600 may include one or more
appliances . Virtual environment 600 , in one embodiment,
includes appliance cluster 610 that includes appliances

610 - 1 through 610 -n (e.g ., a plurality of appliance 300 of
machines, 150 virtualmachines, etc .).
35 FIG . 3 ). Appliances 610 - 1 through 610 - n are communica
tively coupled and act as a platform for managing the
Examples of Virtualization Infrastructures
virtualization infrastructure and deploying virtual machines .
FIG . 5 depicts an embodiment of various appliances VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF) is an example virtual
environment 600 .
supporting virtualization infrastructure 500 .
In one embodiment, appliances may be grouped together 40 Virtual environment 600 also includes management com
to increase the functionality of creating and managing a ponent 615 that includes virtual resource manager 620 and
virtualization infrastructure . For example , appliance 510 - 1
lifecycle manager 630 . It should be appreciated that man

was initially utilized to deploy a plurality of virtual

agement component 615 may be implemented in a comput

machines , at location 510 . However, additional virtual

ing device , either virtual or physical, within virtual envi

machines were desired but appliance 510 - 1 , alone, was not 45 ronment 600 , and is communicatively coupled to appliances

able to meet the demand for the desired additional virtual
machines . As such , additional appliances 510 -2 , 510 - 3 , and

610 - 1 through 610 -n . Management component 615 may be
implemented within one or more of appliances 610 - 1

510 - 4 were purchased and grouped together to meet the
demand of the additional virtual machines. In particular, the

through 610 - n .
In various embodiments , virtual resource manager 620 is

cluster of appliances which are communicatively coupled 50 for managing allocation of hosts of appliances 610 - 1
together, act as a single platform for managing the virtual
through 610 -n . For example , virtual resource manager 620
ization infrastructure and deploying virtual machines .
operates to make resources of appliances 610 - 1 through
Similarly , appliance 520 - 1 was initially utilized to deploy

610 - n ( e . g ., storage hardware , computing hardware , and

a plurality of virtual machines, at location 520 . However,

networking hardware ) work together to achieve installation /

additional virtual machines were desired but appliance 520- 55 operation and optimizing the resources for improved per
1 , alone , was not able to meet the demand for the desired formance within virtual environment 600 . Virtual resource

additional virtual machines . As such , additional appliance manager 620 translates application requirements to physical
520 - 2 was purchased and grouped together with appliance infrastructure requirements . In accordance with various
520- 1 to meet the demand of the additional virtual machines.
described embodiments, workload domains are mapped to a
It should be appreciated that any number of appliances 60 management cluster deployment ( e .g ., a vSphere cluster of
may be grouped together. For example , two , three , four, five
VMware , Inc .) in a deployment ( e .g ., a rack deployment).

or more appliances may be grouped together provided that
the functionality of the appliances, as a whole, are able to act
as a single platform for managing the virtualization infra structure .

Additionally, the appliances and/ or clusters of appliances

may be located at various locations. For example , a first

Moreover, as additional appliances are added to virtual
environment 600, cross- rack clusters become an option .
Examples disclosed herein facilitate improved workload
65 domain configuration and management .
As utilized herein , a workload domain is an abstraction

that can be applied to a number of different types of compute
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workloads. This allows the administrator to deploy capacity
for specific workload types using a policy - driven approach
on top of physical resources. In various embodiments, a
workload domain has a set of policies that are configurable

example , lifecycle manager 630 receives notification of
update availability for a component of virtual environment
600 , downloads the update bundle , selects update targets,
schedules the update, and applies the update to the target

required (e. g., host count and storage requirements), avail -

catively coupled to an operating system repository 640 .

by the user during the deployment process . For example, a 5 according to the schedule .
workload domain can be configured according to capacity
In some embodiments , virtual environment is communi

ability required, performance required , and networks Operating system repository 640 is a repository of available
required .
operating system versions. It should be appreciated that
In some embodiments , a workload domain is a grouping 10 operating system repository 640 can be remote to virtual
of hosts of appliances 610 - 1 through 610 - n . It should be
environment 600 , local to virtual environment 600 , or a

appreciated that a workload domain can include any number combination thereof. For example , management component
of hosts , and that hosts of a workload domain con be 615 can retrieve an operating system version from operating
distributed across any number of appliances. In accordance system repository 640 for applying to a host.
with various embodiments , hosts of a workload domain have 15
Example Automated Application Updating within a
the same operating system version .
In various embodiments, management component 615 is
Virtual Environment
a group of physical machines and /or virtual machines (VM )
that host core cloud infrastructure components necessary for
In accordance with various embodiments , with reference

managing a software defined data center (SDDC ) in a cloud 20 to FIG . 6 , as part of managing the components (e . g .,
computing environment that supports customer services.
software ) of the virtual environment 600, virtual resource
Cloud computing allows ubiquitous, convenient , on - demand management component 615 provides for updating of soft

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing

resources . A cloud computing customer can request alloca -

ware application executing within appliances 610 - 1 through

610 -n ( e.g ., application running on a virtual machine execut

tions of such resources to support services required by those 25 ing within an appliance 610 - 1 through 610 - n . In one

customers . For example, when a customer requests to run

embodiment, lifecycle manager 630 also is configured for

one or more services in the cloud computing environment,
one or more workload domains may be created based on

updating software applications executing on appliances
610 - 1 through 610 - n . For example , virtual resource man

resources in the shared pool of configurable computing agement component 615 may include a combination of
resources . Examples disclosed herein enable customers to 30 software application running on at least one virtualmachine
define different domain types, security, capacity , availability, that itself is operating on top of the virtual environment 600
and performance requirements for establishing workload that virtual resource management component 615 is man
domains in server rack deployments without requiring the

users to have in -depth knowledge of server rack hardware
and configurations .
Virtual resource manager 620 enables the ability for
streamlined and automated data center operations and the

aging .

In some embodiments, the virtual resource management
system on a user account. These accounts are managed by
the software applications running on them , and there is

35 component 615 applications run on a Unix based operating

delivery of service offerings , such as virtual infrastructure
typically no human user managing these user accounts .
(VI) and virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) environments , Moreover, due to potential security vulnerabilities , the soft
based on a SDDC or cloud -based architecture . In some 40 ware applications do not run as “ root” applications, and as

embodiments , an instance of virtual resourcemanager 620 is

deployed on each appliance 610 - 1 through 610 - n as part of
a managed cluster of services .

per the security requirements , the applications do not store
As part ofmanaging the lifecycle of the virtual infrastruc

the " user ” or “ root” credentials .

Virtual resource manager 620 manages the physical hard -

ture, the virtual resource management component 615 is also

610 - n . For example , virtual resource manager can create a
workload domain out of the underlying physical hardware

nents (e . g ., performing self -updates ). These components/
applications may require the third party software and oper

ware resources ( e . g ., hosts ) of appliances 610 - 1 through 45 responsible for managing the lifecycle of its own compo

resources of appliances 610 -1 through 610 -n . It should be

appreciated that underlying physical hardware resources of

ating system updates. Examples of such third party

components include Java , OpenSSL , Python , Perl etc .,

a workload domain may span one or more physical racks (or 50 including the operating system patch and security updates.

smaller units such as a hyper -appliance or half rack ) such
that virtual resource manager 620 handles physical manage
ment of those resources .

Moreover, the initialization scripts ( e .g ., init scripts ) for the
application initialization and the watchdog scripts for the
virtual resource management component 615 applications

Virtual resourcemanager 620 tracks available capacity in

may require root privilege for modifications . Since the

logical pool of virtual resources , and translates logical
resource provisioning to allocation of physical hardware

run on an automated user account (e .g ., where there is no
human interaction for managing and updating these appli

resources. Virtual resource manager 620 interfaces with
components of the virtual environment 600 to manage and

cation ), embodiments described herein provide for execut
ing application updates for the virtual resource management

appliances 610 - 1 through 610 - n , maintains a view of a 55 virtual resource management component 615 applications

present a logical view of underlying resources such as hosts 60 component 615 that require “ root” privileges .
and clusters . Virtual resource manager 620 also uses the
Embodiments described herein provide methods and sys

logical view for orchestration and provisioning of work -

tems for automating application updates in a virtual com

loads.

puting environment. A user account is provisioned during

Lifecycle manager 630 enables automated updating of

installation of the operating system of the virtual computing

components of virtual environment 600 . In some embodi- 65 environment 600 , where virtual resource management com
ments, lifecycle manager 630 is communicatively coupled to
ponent 615 runs on the operating system . In some embodi

a software repository for accessing software updates. For

ments, the operating system is a Unix or Unix - like operating
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system , such as UNIX /Linux. However, it should be appre
execute the script if the supplied script passes the authen
ciated that any type of operating system capable of provid
ticity check . For example , " command _ runner.sh ” validates
ing root access to a user may be used in accordance with the the digital signature of the given script using the public key
described embodiments.
in the known location . In one embodiment, the public key of
In one embodiment, in a Unix -like operating system , an 5 the signature authority is pre- fabricated in the appliance
unprivileged user (e . g ., an automated user ) is allowed to run
(e . g ., the appliance gets shipped in the product with the
certain commands without requiring a password through a public key installed in a given root folder ). Upon validation
superuser control file . For example , in the UNIX /Linux
operating system , an unprivileged user is allowed to run

certain commands without requiring a password through a 10

letc /sudoers file . An example user “ veadmin " can run a
reboot/stop system command ( e .g ., /sbin /halt ) without any

password by adding the following entry to the / etc /sudoers

of the digital signature , the supplied script is executed by the
control script.
In some embodiments , update scripts can be signed by the

signature authority at the time of patch creation before the
patch gets published to the customer. For example , this is

useful for day-two third party /operating system patching

update operations .
veadm in ALL =NOPASSWD : /sbin /halt This entry allows 15 FIG . 7 is a block diagram of system 700 for automating
the /sbin /halt command to be executed as root without application updates in a virtual environment 710 , in accor
file :

requiring authentication of the user “ veadmin ” .

dance with various embodiments . In accordance with vari
In one embodiment, the user account “ veadmin ” gets ous embodiments, system 700 includes control script 720 ,
provisioned and the / etc / sudoers file is edited at the time of public key 730 , validator 740, and application 750 . It should
installation . It should be appreciated that the command 20 be appreciated that control script 720 , public key 730 ,

which the user “ veadmin " is established at provisioning. If
it is determined that the user “ veadmin ” needs to perform
more operations which require elevated “ root ” privilege , in
accordance with embodiments, manual intervention may be

validator 740 , and application 750 can reside within a single
appliance ( e. g ., a pre - configured hyper- converged comput
ing device ), or can be distributed across multiple appliances
(e . g ., appliances 610 - 1 through 610 - n of FIG . 6 ). Moreover,

“ veadmin ” .

within a lifecycle manager ( e .g ., lifecycle manager 630 ).

required to update the commands available to the user 25 control script 720 and /or validator 740 may be comprised

Embodiments described herein allows an unprivileged

user (e .g . “ veadmin ” ) to gain full control of the system as
“ root” if needed without requiring to modify the superuser

control file (e.g ., /etc /sudoers file ). The commands which the 30
user is going to execute do not need to be known ahead of
time.

Application 750 is executing within virtual environment 710

( e . g ., application 750 runs on a virtual machine executing
within an appliance 610 - 1 through 610 - n ).

Control script 720 is a script capable of executing other

scripts (e . g ., update script 770 ) as a command line parameter

and is for execution by user account without requiring a
second script as a command line parameter is specified , of virtual environment 710 . Validator 740 is configured to
wherein the control script is for execution by a user account 35 validate a digital signature 780 associated with update script
without requiring a password . For example , the following 770 (which are collectively received in update package 760 ).
script is specified :
Virtual environment 710 is configured to receive update

In one embodiment, a control script that can execute a

password . Public key 730 is installed in a known root folder

package 760 including with update script 770 and digital
command _ runner.sh
signature 780 . Update script 770 includes an application
# !/bin /bash
# Run any script with root access
40 update for updating application 750 installed on virtual
"$ @ "
environment 710 . Upon validation of digital signature 780
The script “ command runner.sh ” is placed in a root folder by validator 740 , update script 770 is executed by control
during the time of appliance creation and add the command
script 720 to update application 750.
“ command _ runner.sh ” is added to the to the / etc / sudoers file .

veadm in ALL = NOPASSWD : /sbin /command _ runner. sh 45
( e. g., if the user account “ veadmin ” is hacked or compro
In order to ensure that the control script is not exploited

mised ) , only designated scripts can be executed by the

Example Methods of Operation

The following discussion sets forth in detail the operation

of some example methods of operation of embodiments .

“ veadmin ” user account. To ensure that supplied scripts are
With reference to FIG . 8 , flow diagram 800 illustrates
appropriate and not exploitations, embodiments utilize pub - 50 example procedures used by various embodiments . Flow
lic key encryption to validate a source of the supplied
diagram 800 includes some procedures that, in various
scripts . For example, the supplied script which the comman embodiments , are carried out by a processor under the
d _ runner.sh is going to execute is signed by a signature
control of computer-readable and computer - executable

authority and the command _ runner.sh validates the authen - instructions. In this fashion, procedures described herein and
ticity of the supplied script prior to execution of the supplied 55 in conjunction with flow diagram 800 are , or may be,
script.
implemented using a computer, in various embodiments.
A public key of the signature authority into a known
folder of virtual environment 600 . A script and a digital

The computer -readable and computer -executable instruc
tions can reside in any tangible computer readable storage

signature for the script are received . In one embodiment the

media. Some non - limiting examples of tangible computer

updating an application installed on virtual environment
600 . For example , " command -runner.sh ” receives two argu -

only memory ,magnetic disks , solid state drives /“ disks ," and
optical disks , any or all of which may be employed with

script is an update script including an application update for 60 readable storage media include random access memory , read

ments: the script and the digital signature of the script passed

computer environments ( e. g ., computer system 110 and/ or
virtualized environment 120). The computer -readable and
The digital signature of the supplied script is validated 65 computer-executable instructions, which reside on tangible
using a public key of the virtual environment. The script computer readable storage media , are used to control or
in the first argument.

with root access (e.g ., " command -runner. sh ” ) will only

operate in conjunction with , for example, one or some
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and /or virtualized environment. It is appreciated that the

16
subsequently developed technology for embodying com

combination of processors of the computer environments

computer readable media may be based on any existing or

processor(s ) may be physical or virtual or some combination
( it should also be appreciated that a virtual processor is

puter programs in a manner that enables them to be read by
a computer. Examples of a computer readable medium

implemented on physical hardware ). Although specific pro - 5 include a hard drive, network attached storage (NAS ),

cedures are disclosed in flow diagram 800 such procedures

read -only memory, random -access memory ( e.g ., a flash

are examples. That is, embodiments are well suited to

memory device ), a CD (Compact Discs ) CD -ROM , a

performing various other procedures or variations of the
procedures recited in flow diagram 800 . Likewise, in some

CD - R , or a CD -RW , a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc ), a
magnetic tape, and other optical and non -optical data storage

embodiments, the procedures in flow diagram 800 may be 10 devices . The computer readable medium can also be dis
performed in an order different than presented and /or not all
tributed over a network coupled computer system so that the

of the procedures described in one or more of these flow
procedures described in flow diagram 800 may be imple

computer readable code is stored and executed in a distrib
Although one ormore embodiments of the present inven
mented in hardware , or a combination of hardware with 15 tion have been described in some detail for clarity of
understanding, it will be apparent that certain changes and
firmware and /or software provided by appliance 300 .
diagrams may be performed . It is further appreciated that

uted fashion .

FIG . 8 depicts a flow diagram 800 of a method for

modifications may be made within the scope of the claims.
Accordingly , the described embodiments are to be consid

automating application updates in a virtual environment,

according to various embodiments . At procedure 810 of flow

ered as illustrative and not restrictive , and the scope of the

diagram 800 , a user account is provisioned . In one embodi- 20 claims is not to be limited to details given herein , but may
ment, the user account is provisioned during installation of
be modified within the scope and equivalents of the claims.

the virtual environment. In one embodiment, the virtual

In the claims, elements and /or steps do not imply any

environment includes a pre - configured hyper -converged
computing device , where the user account is provisioned

particular order of operation , unless explicitly stated in the
claims.

during installation of the pre -configured hyper -converged 25 Virtualization systems in accordance with the various
computing device . In one embodiment, the user account is
embodiments may be implemented as hosted embodiments ,
an unprivileged user account. In one embodiment, the user

non - hosted embodiments or as embodiments that tend to

account is an automated user account.

blur distinctions between the two, are all envisioned . Fur

At procedure 820 , a first script that can execute a second

thermore , various virtualization operationsmay be wholly or

script as a command line parameter is specified . The first 30 partially implemented in hardware . For example , a hardware

script is for execution by a user account without requiring a

implementation may employ a look -up table for modifica

password . In one embodiment, the first script is for execu
tion as a command line parameter. In one embodiment , the

t ion of storage access requests to secure non -disk data .
Many variations, modifications, additions, and improve

user account is provisioned during installation of the first

ments are possible , regardless the degree of virtualization .

ity is installed within a known root folder of the virtual

nents of a host, console , or guest operating system that

script . At procedure 830 , a public key of a signature author- 35 The virtualization software can therefore include compo
computing environment. In one embodiment, a digital sig nature and the public key are provided by a signature

performs virtualization functions. Plural instances may be
provided for components , operations or structures described

authority , where the public key is used for validating the
digital signature.

40 various components , operations and data stores are some

herein as a single instance. Finally, boundaries between

At procedure 840, a second script and a digital signature

what arbitrary , and particular operations are illustrated in the

of the second script are received . The second script includes

context of specific illustrative configurations. Other alloca

an application update for updating an application installed

tions of functionality are envisioned and may fall within the

on the virtual computing environment. In one embodiment,

scope of the invention ( s). In general, structures and func

At procedure 850 , the digital signature of the second
script is validated using the public key . At procedure 860 , it

or component. Similarly , structures and functionality pre
sented as a single component may be implemented as

is determined whether the digital signature is validated . If

separate components. These and other variations , modifica

the digital signature is generated prior to the second script 45 tionality presented as separate components in exemplary
being made accessible to the virtual computing environment configurations may be implemented as a combined structure

the digital signature is not validated , as shown at procedure 50 tions, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope

890 , the second script is ignored . If the digital signature is
validated , as shown at procedure 870 , the second script is
executed to update the application . In one embodiment, as

of the appended claims( s ).
What is claimed :
1 . A method for automating application updates in a

shown at procedure 880 , the second script is executed by the virtual computing environment, the method comprising:
55 specifying a control script at the virtual computing envi
first script.
It is noted that any of the procedures, stated above ,
ronment, wherein the control script is placed in a root
regarding flow diagram 800 may be implemented in hard
folder of the virtual computing environment and has
root access within the virtual computing environment,
ware , or a combination of hardware with firmware and/ or
and wherein the control script is for execution by an
software . For example , any of the procedures are imple
mented by a processor( s ) of a cloud environment and /or a 60
computing environment.

One or more embodiments of the present invention may
be implemented as one or more computer programs or as one

or more computer program modules embodied in one or

more computer readable media . The term computer readable 65

unprivileged user account without requiring a pass
word ;
installing a public key within a known root folder of the
virtual computing environment;

receiving an update script and a digital signature for the

medium refers to any data storage device that can store data

update script, wherein the update script comprises an
application update for updating an application installed

which can thereafter be input to a computer system

on the virtual computing environment;
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validating the digital signature of the update script using

9 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium

the public key of the virtual computing environment;
and

of claim 8 , wherein the first script is for execution as a
command line parameter.

10 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium
provided the digital signature of the update script is
claim 8 , the method further comprising:
validated , executing the update script by the control 55 of
01 provisioning
the user account during installation of the
script of the virtual computing environment to update
first script.
the application .
. The non - transitory computer readable storagemedium
2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the control script is for of 11claim
8 , wherein the user account is an unprivileged user

execution as a command line parameter without requiring a

password .

10 account.

12 . The non - transitory computer readable storagemedium
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising :
stal
of claim 8 , wherein the user account is an automated user
provisioning the unprivileged user account during instal
account.
lation of the control script.
. The non - transitory computer readable storage medium
4 . The method of claim 3, wherein the unprivileged user 15 of 13claim
8 , wherein the digital signature and the public key
account is an automated user account.
are provided by a signature authority .
5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the digital signature

and the public key are provided by a signature authority .

14 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium

claim 8 , wherein the digital signature is generated prior to
6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the digital signature is of
the
second script being made accessible to the virtual
generated prior to the update script being made accessible to 20 computing
environment.
the virtual computing environment.
15
.
The
non
- transitory computer readable storage medium
7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the virtual computing
claim 14 , wherein the virtual computing environment
environment comprises a pre-configured hyper -converged ofcomprises
a pre -configured hyper -converged computing
computing device.
device.
8 . A non -transitory computer readable storage medium

. A computer system comprising:
having computer readable program code stored thereon for 25 a16 data
storage unit; and
causing a computer system to perform a method for auto
a
processor
coupled with the data storage unit, the pro
mating application updates in a virtual computing environ
cessor configured to :

ment, the method comprising:
specifying a first script that can execute a second script as

a command line parameter, wherein the first script is 30
placed in a root folder of the virtual computing envi
ronment and has root access within the virtual com
puting environment, and wherein the first script is for
execution by a user account without requiring a pass 35

specify a first script that can execute a second script as

a command line parameter, wherein the first script is

placed in a root folder of the virtual computing
environment and has root access within the virtual
computing environment, and wherein the first script
is for execution by a user account without requiring

a password ;

word ;

install a public key of a signature authority within a

known root folder of the virtual computing environ

known root folder of the computer system ;
receive a second script and a digital signature of the

installing a public key of a signature authority within a

ment;

receiving a second script and a digital signature of the
second script, wherein the second script comprises an 40
application update for updating an application installed
on the virtual computing environment;
validating the digital signature of the second script using
the public key ; and
provided the digital signature of the second script is 45
validated , executing the second script by the first script
to update the application .

second script, wherein the second script comprises
an application update for updating an application

installed on the computer system ;
validate the digital signature of the second script using
the public key ; and
execute the second script by the first script to update the
application provided the digital signature of the
second script is validated .
*
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